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POLITICS, POLICY, AND PRACTICE
Awards season…
On January 9th Dr Ashley Weinberg
travelled to the annual Division of
Occupational Psychology Conference
where he was given the “Excellence
in Occupational Psychology Policy
Impact” award. Ashley (pictured
below!) was presented with his
award at the conference dinner and
also presented his work at the
winner’s symposium.
The award recognizes occupational
and academic psychologists who
conduct research that affects policy
at a large scale and Ashley’s work
exemplifies this. Amongst many
other achievements, he has written
the Psychology at Work report and

launched this in Parliament at the AllParty Parliamentary Group for
Psychology, he has conducted
research on the use of NICE
guidance on workplace well-being,
and of course, he was instrumental in
establishing the Political Psychology
Section of the BPS.
Ashley’s dissertation student, Lianna
Roast, was also presenting her work,
this time at the second Political
Psychology annual conference. Her
presentation was part of a
symposium on Compassion in Politics
and she is currently writing up her
findings for publication, together with
Ashley, Robert Bendall, Sam Royle,
and Professor Peter Bull.
Lianna graduated in autumn 2019
with the highest mark on the BSc
(Hons) Psychology programme. Since
graduation, Lianna has progressed to
study a MSc in Disaster Management
at the University of Bournemouth,
but this didn’t stop her being asked if
she was taking on PhD students after
her successful conference
presentation!

FROM
PROTESTS
TO THE
OLYMPICS
In January 2020 Dr Sara
Vestergren was featured in the
new women’s magazine
“Platinum” discussing her
research surrounding females in
protests. Sara has a life-long
interest in protests…
“At 14, she started a youth
group against racism and later
led anti-racism and antideportation campaigns”
Sara is not just an expert in
protests though, in October
2019 she was in Rabat, Morocco,
working with the Union of Arab
National Olympics Committee to
deliver crowd management
training to delegates from all
Arab countries.

MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Publication success!
Robert Bendall has published
research in the journal Frontiers in
Psychiatry with his dissertation
student, Iqra Latif, and a colleague
from Liverpool John Moores
University. The work, entitled
“Positive and negative affect mediate
the influences of a maladaptive
emotion regulation strategy on sleep
quality” has the potential to inform
interventions used to improve the
quality of sleep.
Sticking to her usual form, Dr Clare
Allely has had significant success in
publishing her research this year,
including the paper “Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder in incarcerated
populations: current clinical
considerations and
recommendations” published in the
Journal of Criminal Psychology.

Dr Cathy Ure has had a paper
accepted from her PhD studies in the
prestigious Journal of Medical Internet
Research alongside her supervisors,
Dr Anna Cooper-Ryan (from Public
Health), Dr Jenna Condie, and Dr
Adam Galpin. The paper, entitled
“Social media use when living with
and beyond breast cancer: Exploring
strategies for self-managed health
care” reveals the way that social
media is used by women living with
breast cancer to meet their socioemotional needs, regain a sense of
control, and navigate disrupted
identifies.
See the links below for access to
these great papers.

News from the Criminal
Justice Hub…
Dr Clare Allely has been
made an Associate for the
Centre for Youth and
Criminal Justice at the
University of Strathclyde

Rob’s paper – https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyt.2019.00628/full
Cathy’s paper – http://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/eprint/52909/
Clare’s paper - http://usir.salford.ac.uk/id/eprint/56087/

COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
Exciting funding news!
Dr Amy Bidgood and David Tate
were recently awarded funding from
the Waterloo Foundation. With their
grant (An exercise intervention to
improve sleep and word-learning in
children with ASD), Amy and David
will be measuring the effectiveness of
weekly swimming lessons to enhance
sleep and therefore consolidate
memory associated with learning.
Amy and David recently presented
their project at the Psychology
Seminar Series and have just
interviewed for their Research
Assistant.

WELCOME TO NEW
PHD STUDENTS
•

•

Ivett Racz – supervised by Dr
Sharon Coen, Dr Sara
Vestergren, and Dr Mike
Lomas
Magda Smusz – supervised
by Dr Clare Allely and Dr
Amy Bidgood

It is not just the effects of sleep on
learning that Amy has an interest
(and expertise) in. Check out her
latest paper (“Non-adjacency
dependency learning in infancy, and
its link to language development”)
published in the journal Cognitive
Psychology:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0010028520300207

News from the Nutrition and Psychopharmacology Brain
Development Unit…
Dr Greg Keenan published his research in the journal
Appetite. The paper, “Eating to survive: A qualitative
analysis of factors influencing food choice and eating
behavior in a food-insecure population” can be found
using this link:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii
/S0195666319309481?via%3Dihub

VISUAL COGNITION
Pain. And painting.
Sam Royle (multi-award-winning
Psychology technician!) found time
to speak to the BBC about his
research on hangover and the
different symptoms associated with
hangovers.
Sam (pictured below in true
technician style) also published his
first paper from his PhD in the
Journal of Clinical Medicine, with Dr
Lauren Owen, Professor David
Roberts, and Dr Lynne Marrow. The
work “Pain catastrophizing predicts
alcohol hangover severity and
symptoms” focuses on alcohol
hangovers and will have important
implications in addiction research.

Dr Mike Lomas (who contributes to
the Politics, Policy, and Practice
theme) and Dr Catherine Thompson
have been working with Castlefield
Gallery in Manchester on the
“Thumbs Up” exhibition, a
collaboration between the gallery and
Venture Arts (a visual arts charity
based in Hulme, Manchester). The
artists wanted to make the gallery a
welcoming space and contacted the
Psychology group to explore
methods of designing a space that
would enhance wellbeing and
cognitive processing.
Catherine and Mike joined the artists
for a tour of Thumbs Up on 1st
February and were also part of the
panel discussion, giving members of
the public some insight into the
artwork and how psychology
informed the design of the space.

December saw the official
launch of the North West Visual
Cognition group. A collaboration
between the University of
Salford, the University of
Central Lancashire, Edge Hill
University, and Liverpool
Hope University, over the
next two years the NWVC
group will hold four seminars
on eye-tracking funded by the
BPS.

For further information about the
Psychology Research group please contact
Dr Catherine Thompson
c.thompson@salford.ac.uk

